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WELCOME TO FARAWAYHOME


Discover our great selection of flats, furnished apartments, houses and serviced apartments for rent and sale. We took on the task to make your search for the perfect home as easy and safe as possible. All properties have been diligently selected to ensure the high quality of our portfolio. We are your personal contact and are gladly available to answer your questions about our services and your next home.

Start your search now

































See what recent Costumers say about FARAWAYHOME




"Fast, efficient, reliable - excellent service in combination with furnished premium apartments. Definitely a Recommendation."


Judith S.
(Buyer / Renter)





"FARAWAYHOME provided helpful and clear service during my stay. I felt comfortable arriving to my apartment as it was exactly how it was described on the website. I'm very content with the overall experience."


Cole Mathews
(Buyer / Renter)





"I can recommend FARAWAYHOME perfectly well. I really enjoyed the time in Frankfurt and in my apartment."


Linda D.
(Buyer / Renter)





"Professional and reliable company. I was very happy with the apartment and the service. Highly recommended."


Djadi Reza
(Buyer / Renter)





"As I am not resident in Frankfurt, it is of high importance to me that I can trust and rely on the company offering my apartment. Farawayhome always gave me the feeling that my apartment is in good hands."


Dr. Claus V.
(Provider)





"In a very short time we have rented our Apartment to a very nice Tenant. FARAWAYHOME has carried out such important conditions as creditworthiness checks, etc., and supported us with a legally valid lease agreement. The contact was very timely and prompt and very professional. We can highly recommend FARAWAYHOME."


Frau Monika Voigt
(Provider)





"Made moving easy!

I had been looking for an apartment in Berlin for awhile before finding Faraway Home and it was a struggle! 

Luckily I stumbled upon their website and was immediately taken with the sheer number of beautiful apartments across all of Berlin's districts to suit all tastes. 

As a young professional moving from London it was important to find something that retained that slightly chaotic, busy vibe. On Luca's recommendation I am staying in Mitte and I really couldn't be happier. But for those who would prefer something a little quieter there were plenty of apartments available. 



The team are approachable, friendly and eager to help in any way possible. I can't recommend them enough, thank you for all your help!!!!"


L Gray
(Buyer / Renter)





"Excellent service, thanks to Farawayhome's team! The support and advices were excellent from the outset, and the entire process very fast and transparent. Absolutely recommendable!"


Nils H.
(Buyer / Renter)





"Far Away Home - Highly Recommended!

Renting my furnished apartment on time over Far Away Home has worked flawlessly - no hidden costs, great service! The apartment is furnished in luxurious style and there is nothing missing. I will use this service again and would highly recommend Far Away Home!"


Lisa H.
(Buyer / Renter)





"Wonderful Experience

All the apartments that Farawayhome offers are stylish and well furnished. I was able to rent an apartment very quickly. Thank you Farawayhome for this wonderful experience!"


N.K.
(Buyer / Renter)





"Super responsive.

Luca, my booking agent, was amazingly helpful and responsive, especially with my last minute booking."


Jenn
(Buyer / Renter)





"Great company, fast response times, a lot of options to choose from. Definitely one of the best options for furnished apartments!"


Max
(Buyer / Renter)





"Very professional company.

When I moved to London I was looking to find quickly an apartment to allow me to enjoy my stay in this beautiful city. 

With farawayhome I found everything I was looking for in terms of searching the exact apartment I needed.

the service is excellent and the people are very friendly and speak different languages to help foreigners understanding the german procedures. I recommend this company to anyone who wants a serious company for finding the apartment you need."


H. Houssam Eddine
(Buyer / Renter)





I've been renting apartments via AirBnb for the past year (mostly for short term 2-3 months stays to get to know different areas in Berlin). 

And I must say Farawayhome is 10x better than Airbnb. At least in Berlin. 

Great service, amazing customer support, apartments matching the prices, and smooth booking process.


Tomas Slimas
(Buyer / Renter)





Farawayhome takes care of it's costumers, we are extremely satisfied with the provided service.


Hubert Piel
(Provider)





Thanks Farawayhome for a super fast and professional Service!


Roman Hinz
(Provider)





I'm a returning customer of FarAwayHome since more than 6 years and I fully recommend them! Especially the awesome selection of their apartments is a huge advantage over any other competitor. Plus, it's free for those who seek the apartments - all fees are fully paid by the owners. :-) Their staff is friendly and communication is efficient. Good job guys!


x.x.
(Buyer / Renter)





We booked an apartment in Prenzlauer Berg via Farawayhome for a short-term stay. The service was professional, both the staff and the landlord were very friendly and helpful. Would recommend.


Dansar Grabuc
(Buyer / Renter)





Thanks to Luca and team for proactively helping me in finding a home and settling down in Berlin. Very professional!


Siddharth Krishnaswamy
(Buyer / Renter)





Sehr gute Beratung und Unterstützung. Als Vermieter kann Ich FARAWAYHOME nur empfehlen! Vielen Dank.


Dr. Jan Hendrik Lukowski
(Provider)



















Why you will find your next home with FARAWAYHOME











Exclusive off-market properties






Rent online with or without a viewing









Only hand-picked, vetted Premium Apartments






Legally checked, bilingual rental Agreements
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Cookies on www.farawayhome.com


We use cookies to provide you with an optimized website experience. They include cookies for the operation and optimization of the website as well as cookies for analyses, retargeting and to provide personalised content on websites by third party providers. By clicking on Okay! you are agreeing to the use of non-essential cookies. If you don't want that, you can Reject all the use of cookies or Settings at any time.
For more information, including the processing of data by third party providers, see our cookie notice. You can find further information on the use of cookies at any time in our Cookie notice and our Privacy policy. You will find the imprint Imprint.





Settings



Reject all
Okay!









Customize cookie settings


Choose which cookies are permitted by using the “status”-switch. Save your settings with the button “I agree”.



For more information, including the processing of data by third party providers, see our cookie notice. You can find further information on the use of cookies at any time in our Cookie notice and our Privacy policy. You will find the imprint Imprint.


	Cookies	Description	Status
	
Required cookies
	
These cookies are required to enable you to navigate through the websites and use key functions. These can not be disabled.
Cookie notice
	





	
Analytic cookies
	
These cookies help us to understand how visitors engage with our website. The information is collected anonymously and transferred to our analytics partner.
Cookie notice
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